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My dear Sir, 
 
Your February 23 Air Warfare speech was covered on the Internet by gizmodo.com and linked by the Drudge 
Report.  It might cause a bit of a fracas among those for whom a state of war is (conveniently for them) 
unthinkable.  For that I sympathize, for your address was precisely what your station demands: a forward-
looking statement on battle theaters of the future, with solid science and insightful analysis of current events 
backing it up.  Well done! 
 
But there was something missing from your remarks.  There does exist in space an enemy to our country and 
Earth itself, an adversary we would battle without reservation or judgment should it approach... if we should 
even be ready to engage.  By the Monte Carlo rules of celestial mechanics it will some day arrive, and it is an 
insidious enemy… for you could say among its most assured prey are the ignorant, the weak-minded and the 
easily distracted.   
 
Genesis tells of the temptation to eat from the tree of knowledge, a choice from which there is no turning back, 
and a new sense of uncomfortable nakedness that arises quite suddenly.  There are many ways to interpret this 
and many see it as literal description of modesty and shame brought on by the awareness of personal sin.  But I 
believe there is another message here for us, one of readiness. 
 
The nakedness described is vulnerability. 
The tree of knowledge represents our (new) ability to think forward. 
Guilt is the prime motivator, once we have discerned a risk to our children and ourselves. 
This guilt is present fear of future failure.  Reason to prepare for the worst, while hoping for the best. 
 
I have to admit the idea of war in space sounds silly, for space itself would inflict the most casualties.  Like the 
Medieval before powerful antibiotics --- when a bit of rotten meat was placed into the scabbard so even a tiny 
nick from the sword in battle was a death sentence.  This tactic, as effective in its way as any modern weapons 
system, owed its existence to shared ignorance on how to effectively combat infection.  A threat to everyone. 
 
I would like to speak of another common adversary. 
It's time to think big, start small, scale fast.  You said it.  Aim Higher Still. 
In this new age, defense of Earth itself should be Space Job One. 
 
Sometimes I feel like the only true environmentalist.  While all the other 'fake' environmentalists are out 
counting whales, writing poems, earning degrees in eco-things, going hyperbolic over trace gasses that benefit 
plants, jousting at oil, gas and plastic, designing cool logos for T-shirts... and pushing Mars over Moon for no 
good reason other than it has yet to be visited by people... 
 
I am sitting in the corner struggling (in vain) to find ways to reach them.  Since we 'decoded' the message 
written in the KT boundary, the technically advanced human race has had one single job... a weapons 
system that could launch on a moment's notice to destroy or divert the next dinosaur killer.   



Which would save the whole environment.  Splitting the atom was a step in the right direction.  Apollo was 
headed in the right direction.  Even missile technology has contributed vital pieces of the puzzle.  Let us begin. 
 
Putting up another satellite to lovingly gaze at Earth... going to Mars for the hell of it... even sending out great 
science missions to the budgetary or time exclusion of delivering true Earth defense capability... is time 
squandered.  A fool's game.  The way I see it, the moment we learned we were under existential threat, as 
parents the responsible thing to do was divert the necessary resources to answer the threat.  This should even 
have 'preempted' the Cold War.  Our adversaries should be ashamed also. 
 
There are many ways to answer a threatening object, most are fancifully impractical.  In a rare departure for 
science fiction, disaster movies are dangerously dumb.  Let's cast out the contrived scenarios that give us oodles 
of time or great movies.  No leisurely catching it on this go-round to avoid us on the next.  No deploying solar 
sails.  No landing people or equipment, gently.  No tiny pushes when time is short.  No Delta-V budget to match 
course with an object that is -- by definition -- heading straight for us at several km/s, there are no cloverleafs in 
space.  Slingshot maneuvers are cool but impossible if large planets are in the wrong places.  First, we must ask 
any who cannot stop talking about such things to leave the room. 
 
 Let us also dispense with the idea of sending one or even a few things to rendezvous with the threat.  An 
existential threat demands more assured response than a sink-or-swim Hollywood moment.  The price of failure 
is death, and embarrassment.  Nuclear bursts at incredible combined velocity are viable IF they can range 
accurately and trigger before the weapon is destroyed, a challenge we've never had to face on Earth.  A 
succession of bursts, each timed to enter the crater of the last, look great on computer models.  Nuclear bursts in 
space alongside an object might ablate its surface and give a gentle sideways push from recoil.  Even shaped 
nuclear charges are possible (Casaba-Howitzer).  But this is untried technology.  Nukes are fun, but... how 
much assurance can we gain from any few things? 
 
There needs to be something so simple, so cheap, so 'low tech', so certain, we can start building now. 
 
Even NASA is missing the point with its failure to focus exclusively on Moon Bases and its almost-laughable 
attempts to design a few heavy-rocket intercept missions to launch from Earth.  There is no shortage of 
imagination; what they need is to be pointed in a single good direction and kick in the pants. 
 
~ OVERWHELMING KINETIC RESPONSE 
 
One Earth defense strategy is not burdened with warhead concepts or frivolous accessories.  It makes use of 
our Cold War and NASA expertise but contains no actual warhead.  It is directly tied to Apollo and gaining a 
permanent foothold on the Moon.   
 
To divert or destroy a threatening object with any assurance, you must do to it what it is trying to do to you, 
first.  Kinetically impact it by sending an armada of smart heavy things to meet it soonest with as much 
multiplicity, precision, combined mass and anger, as possible.  Each 'thing' is a rocket launched from a battery 
on the Moon, carrying a heavy mass-payload of simple lunar dust.  Each must operate alone, or swarm 
intelligently to avoid others or meet objectives such as targeting a part of the object (if that is even possible) or 
flying in formation to coordinate moment of contact. 
 
But here's the key: there must be hundreds, even thousands of them... each loaded with ballast and ready to fly 
at a moment's notice, receive a mission en route.  The armada must form waves, each salvo capable of re-
assessing last-minute objectives without delay of communication with base... such as a 're-swarm' to target 
individual fragments of an object as it splits.   



We supply the technology, the Moon supplies the mass, a place to stand, and light gravity to launch a populous 
armada with least fuel.  Every developed country must help build this.  It must be standard and modular, and 
should be functional soon.  This is what humans must do to protect their cherished worlds. 
 
'Soon' has always been the only responsible way to deal with an existential threat.  Even a successful 
interception of a dinosaur-killer involves a meteor shower and impacted fragments to Earth.  But in place of 
extinction of most life, hopefully it would just be an exciting day.  Earth defense armadas must launch from the 
Moon to ensure the multiplicity and mass to get the job done.  We never had the luxury of sorting through ideas 
as years go by, and doing nothing at all.  Pray that we have not lost the race already. 
 
All we need do now is take the next Lunar step with a clear goal in mind.  New Apollo and the other space 
programs around the world should immediately go 'heavy' with concerted effort to establish Moon bases and 
combined framework for supply and operations on the Moon, to build a kinetic missile battery. 
 
If anyone suggests that such awesome destructive power should never be placed in the hands of men, staff it 
with women. 
 
Apollo was America's chance to be daring.  Earth Defense, Delivered, is our tribute to the living Earth as we 
accept the mantle as steward to Gaia.  Even Scripture ordains this.  Carl Sagan posed that as soon as the atom is 
split every species enters a stage of nuclear adolescence.  People keep saying, once the nukes and other 
weapons are all gone that adolescence will be over.  People are full of shit.  The way past adolescence is not to 
forget history and unmake things, it is to focus on loftier goals and reshape our tools. 

 
The day we fret about the future is the day we leave our childhood behind. 
~Patrick Rothfuss, The Name of the Wind 

 
NASA wants to send missions out to study Near Earth Objects as if... we might learn something useful.  We 
might, but hasten to target practice.  STANDARD DISCLAIMER: We might destroy an approaching alien 
starship on a direct approach vector that is cleverly disguised as a rock.  Then again it might actually be a rock, 
hurled by aliens.  That is how I'd make war.  A rock it must be, until we see the whites of their eyes. 
 
~ A WORD ON 'ASTEROID IMPACT PROBABILITY ABUSE' 
 
Here is a question.  Ask around. Have fun. "What are the chances that a newly discovered KT 
SLATEWIPER (a Sudden Large Accretion To Earth Which Irresponsible Parents Enormously Regret) 
might arrive in two months, eleven days, ten hours, thirty-nine minutes and fifty seconds?"  For best 
effect, write it out on a slip of paper and quietly show it while glancing around. 
 
Do you get a firm answer?  A smile?  A shrug?  A citation?  The name of a University professor?  Some large 
or small number spiced with gently dismissive assurance?   If you get a sudden look of concern, sharp intake of 
breath and they reply "Couldn't say.  Why do you ask?  Do you know something?" recruit that person on the 
spot.  We need to assemble a large team of such people.  Our lives may depend on it. 
 
Failure to consider a confirmed and inevitable existential threat as a special case that is beyond the useful 
application of statistics and probability is a mental disorder.  I suggest this so you may be better able to identify 
those afflicted, people you'd never suspect.  This topic really flushes them out. 
 



Another malady affecting discourse today is failure to differentiate between disaster scenarios resulting from 
human action or preventable through human restraint, which I refer to as 'tabloid threats' due to the highly 
dramatic, often corrupt and arbitrary methods used to describe them and assess risk... and confirmed dangers 
beyond the present sphere of human influence,  the 'wake-up calls'.  I'll not expound but to say the Cold War 
was pure tabloid, medicine (disease) a wake-up call answered. 
 
The plain truth is even a more-statistically-likely (until it isn't) 'small' city-killer is unlikely to hit a city.  Yet we 
like to build and live near the coast.  Tsunamis from an ocean impact and distant sympathetic earthquakes could 
paralyze world economy with a global simultaneity never witnessed in modern times.  Even if miraculously few 
lives were lost, fragile infrastructure would be devastated in our most populous areas, imposing New Orleans 
conditions along whole coastlines.  Could anyone put a price tag on this that could compare to the cost of an 
Earth defense system? 
 
Wake-up calls deserve more attention than tabloid noise.   
To extend the sphere of human influence is the real goal. 
If there is a parable for this, it is The Grasshopper and the Ant.   
 
~ A WORLD UNITED AGAINST A COMMON ENEMY 
 
It is time for a global showdown between two major personality types of our time: those who are prepared to act 
quickly and decisively to mitigate this existential risk, and those who will oppose on many fronts… and it will 
be a showdown, for the opposition will attempt to 'quantify' the existential threat to a level where it could be 
passed over for this and the next generation, as has already happened, or dismissed altogether.  They will call 
this 'logic, statistics and science' though it is none of those.   
 
It is a mental disorder. 
Great oratory is called for, stern resolve also.   
 
People who think they have plenty of time find it easy to propose or oppose anything, and language is rich with 
rhetoric of delay.  Deficits grow less than we had feared, progress is made on countless fronts, we are closer 
now than ever before, love is just around the corner.  In our developed world there are as many people able to 
survive by talking about things as those doing things.  To the modern civilized mind global cataclysm is safely 
ensconced in speculation, early history, sacred text and cinema.  Liberal arts education focuses deeply on the 
'tabloid disasters' of history, strictly human atrocities that we and our neighbors would never repeat.  It's 
someone else's job to think about such things, even if no one is.  Easy to assume we are in the middle-weave of 
some tapestry between a dim beginning and distant end. 
 
Expect opposition to the idea that erstwhile enemies, even bitter enemies, should all come together to assemble 
a collective weapons platform that could -- through some mishap or menace -- send kinetic weapons down to 
places on Earth.  A humorous cosmic irony, the ultimate Prisoner's Dilemma, that a whole species would 
knowingly seal its doom with its failure to trust one another as individuals. 
 
There is NO way to debate this to any unified consensus in the end.  Despite the greatest tenets of all world 
faiths… the human race is experiencing technical difficulties, please stand by.  The language of distrust and 
paranoia has become far more subtle and intricate, more lucrative, more fun, than the language of trust and 
action. 
 



It is my conviction then, that there can be no round table with talking sticks and common vote.  One of the 
remaining superpowers must step forward to announce that it is committed to resolving this 'existential threat' 
for all of humanity… to begin immediately without debate.  It shall be conducted transparently with assurance 
that others who come to agree such action is necessary, may join the effort.   
 
That is where America comes in. 
Apollo, showing that we could land on the Moon, was the first step. 
Artemis, goddess of the hunt, is next.  Let us hunt space rocks. 
 
~ MARS CRAZIES AND THE ANGST-RIDDEN PATHOS OF OUR TIME 
 
If I saw no urgent reason to return to the Moon I'd be all in for Mars.  If I'd had more success to communicate 
existential threat to them, I'd feel more kindly to Mars buffs as a group. 
 
I perceive a broad demographic which is young and tech-aware but has blind spots when the topic drifts to 
feasibility:urgency:cost:benefit.  They fix on dim and distant Mars with the same tenacity as they fix on 
irreliable energy sources and the friendly ghost of nuclear fusion, and have been drawn into escapist science 
fiction where a handful of heroes are sent off to "live the dream", to leave the mother world bankrupt and 
undefended.  Press on, towards building a technological utopian welfare state on Mars too distant to benefit 
Earth, its colonists marooned for life.  The most tragic reality television show in two worlds.  
 
I thought the reality TV show was my own joke until I learned it is actually an integral part of their funding. 
 
When I was young the KT Layer was an unnoticed oddity of the landscape.  Paleontology was host to a panoply 
of gradual extinction theories.  Only since the time of Apollo evidence of catastrophe has mounted, and many 
recoiled at the thought that mass extinction and complete transformation of our world could occur in a single 
afternoon.  As it became known as the KT Boundary, above which no dinosaur fossils are found, the why 
should have galvanized us to action.  There would be no need to find the actual crater or stressed ejecta 
worldwide, but we found those also. 
 
So what is it with these Mars people?  Have luminaries Carl Sagan and Neil deGrasse Tyson not sufficiently 
described the dinosaurs' fate as possibly our own… or done so too complacently, too glibly?  In Sagan's time 
impact extinction was still building consensus and he chose his words carefully.  Yet since, frank discussion of 
this threat escapes the collective consciousness, remains buried in documentaries, footnotes, plenary 
symposiums and tabloid articles pushed by fear-mongers who blew their credibility.  And Moon Hoax claims 
are pushed into older peoples' faces by punks as an easy way to 'F' with people.  What a mess.  Could we pause 
the whole world for just a moment? 
 
In a cruel thought experiment I dispense with space rocks and present Mars enthusiasts with a simple choice.  
EITHER build a mission to (expensively) send people to land on Mars, plant a flag and return, then assemble 
people (not them personally) and lots of equipment to travel to Mars to (perhaps) slowly die on television.  
...OR… send an unmanned mission to deploy satellites in Mars orbit and land two dozen next generation 
'Curiosity' rovers… and give control over to the Internet, so enthusiasts can virtually explore Mars from their 
home computer. 
 
The thought experiment ends with Mars buffs choosing the rovers because their personal desire to play with 
them outweighs, even displaces, any selfless drive to advance human space colonization, however morbid.  
What a relief.  NASA needs some budget to keep them entertained is all.   
 



~ LUNAR LOONIES 
 
My Apollo-era mind sees the Moon as Tomorrow. 
The same Tomorrow we were promised yesterday. 
 
Colonies on the Moon in proximity to Earth represent the best place within reach to grow on, spiritually and 
commercially.  Burrowing into the Moon under domed craters shielded from radiation and micrometeorites by 
double-domes containing clear, crystalline water, these are the space utopias we may achieve in our time, with 
Thorium energy to sustain life and operate massive grow-lights during the lunar night.  There is Helium-3 
fusion and other ways to commercialize besides tourism, but occupying the Moon should represent humanity's 
gateway to Mars, to Galaxia and above all... from asteroids, assured survival. 
 
~ MY OWN APOLLO 18 MISSION OBJECTIVE 
 
Having experienced the footstep on the Moon and Apollo missions as a small child, I rue that my children have 
not had such a moment, and wish to see the United States recapture the spirit.  I want my grandchildren and 
their children to visit domed craters on the Moon, strap on wings among giant trees, and take flight under 
human power.  And yes, we should go on to Mars when we have obtained the assurance of continued survival 
that a kinetic Moon battery would bring.  Space is the only place we have left to go. 
 
To nay-sayers, Mars delayers, robot-pushers and navel-gazers why not just say, 
 
"It's the next step." 
 

Lives of great men all remind us 
   We can make our lives sublime, 
And, departing, leave behind us 
   Footprints on the sands of time. 
~ Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

 
~ ON THE INCLUDED VIDEO DVD 
 
1. Discovery: The Last Day of the Dinosaurs [2010] 
 
This fine documentary hour exists in a strange cultural limbo.  With content parents might deem too graphic for 
young viewers; too 'analog' for teenagers captivated by computers 'n apps and modern STEM; too animaly for 
human history buffs; perhaps too 'Disney' for adults who might shrug it off as some dinosaur soap opera.  How 
often have you heard how 'fortunate' it was the dinosaurs perished to open up a niche?  Whither with-out God's 
Plan, by happenstance or uncreation, most documentaries these days try to avoid upsetting people.  This one 
cannot help it.  For Central and North Americans the KT impact is riveting...  but as we soon learn, it doesn't 
matter where on Earth you are. 
 
You might imagine some folks at the International Space Station looking down upon Earth -- that post- impact 
Earth so vividly depicted here, a horrifying opaque orange sphere molten fragments and poisoned atmosphere.  
Knowing that theirs is the last mission, and that there will be nothing and no one to come home to. 
  
Might they wonder... is there some thing we could have done differently? 
 



2. PBS NOVA: Decoding the KT Boundary 
 
The essential facts known about Chicxulub, "the worst day on Earth", and how the mystery was solved. 
 
 
3. Thorium Remix 2011 
~ assembled by Gordon McDowell, featuring Kirk Sorensen of FliBe Energy and others 
 
After all these years, still one of the finest technology overviews ever produced. Still a great crash course in 
nuclear energy.  Still the best way for the human race to move forward to a grand surplus of grid electricity and 
process heat.  Nuclear energy and specifically  LFTR is still the only way to inoculate us from the orchestrated 
supply-side volatility of natural gas, and prevent an inevitable 'sudden death' of the Northeastern grid as some 
completely foreseeable event, natural or manmade, plays out and interrupts (or overbooks) critical components 
of the JITF (just-in-time, fools) pipeline network. 
 
4. Bugs Bunny: Haredevil Hare [1948] 
 
Addresses concepts of space battle, weaponry and tactics not covered anywhere or elsehow. 
 
 
I also include an old essay of mine, Paced by the Animals, to serve as a more relaxing Epilogue to this letter. 
 
Preparing for darkness (and a mini ice age) while reaching for the light. 
 
Thanks kindly for listening, 
 
 
 
XXXXX 



Epilogue: Paced by the Animals  
Before the pathological evil of what we know as the industrial war machine, with broadcast 
technologies and deployment tactics that could harness fear and loathing to politics everywhere at 
once--- and the tireless drudges who worship them came to the fore--- 

We were becoming increasingly cyclical, distracted by moment, swaying in tighter rhythms while 
not dancing -- a bad sign. Hypnotized by the leafspring, the mainspring, the ratchet, the pendulum 
and most obnoxious of all, an hour-bell that means something besides nothing. 

Between brutal wars -- merely pathological, in a cute sort of way. The animals kept us sane. 

Despite ages of civilized existence -- it has scarcely been one hundred years since our clocks and 
calendars, biological and practical, were last paced by animals. And what a time it has been. 

Rome built the roads; but it was always horses and oxen that set the pace. Oxen and people, 
measured seasons of growing in the fields. Even on the ocean do we find animal companions, for in 
the days when sails took us to places unknown, animals were aboard to ensure survival. But the 
wind itself is like an ox, with moods that paced the journey. 

History has always moved in waves, legions of soldiers traveling light and fast as wind, settlers 
burdened with goods at a snail's or oxen-pace. On a smart strong horse riders could doze and 
daydream, the beast's eyes as fixed on the horizon as the rider. In the far north dogs, rivers and 
caribou set the pace; in Summer mosquitoes kept everyone on the run. 

Was a time we'd foretell the seasons by the birds as they got ready to travel, there were places for 
them to roost. Migrating birds and the moon and the stars to guide them were featured in theaters 
of sky and morning and evening and darkest night. 

People cast tiny flickering shadows on land that went out with sleep -- not the lidless throbbing 
glimmer of busy continents today. 

And news flowed like the tides -- news from over the ocean, of country and world gathering in 
eddies of pulp presented, like sermons, in their own time and place of reading. Local news and 
affairs churned with comfortable babbling regularity: ripples of gossip, stories heard in tavern and 
meeting-house and church. Rumor from afar came through with strangers and gathered rapt 
attention for telling and re-telling. Church it was that harnessed the calendar at first -- but it took 
a whole week for the tides of morality to flow round again -- plenty of time left for fun. 

Where days full of task might stretch a bit here and there played themselves out, church bells gave 
us the first hint of regimentation to time. A manageable affair, for even old rural school-house days 
could hold more leisure within the hours, and there was more mixing between the ages during the 
process of learning. Apprenticeships. Though even in the age-segregated electric-bell'd warrens of 
today a good teacher can still open vistas; but like all modern animals even teachers are 
challenged by pace and environment. They're only human. 

Even our busiest cities were townish -- wide avenues for horses, slow moving newspapers and the 
ever-present lure to market-place, wharf and concert hall tugged at us, kept us moving between 
meetings. 

Those on long journeys tended to be out in the open. They set sights on destination more so than 
the calendar; getting there was the thing even if the journey was not. And long many-people 
journeys were actually moving cities -- where one or two people drift into dream-time, whole 
families and groups illuminated the trail with their own culture and hobby. We sang along the 
rivers, played music in time with horses' hooves. Children sought adventure on the fringes of camp. 



Weather was the ocean we lived in, not the comforting or annoying visitor it is today. If you spot 
people-dots in a model of society you'll find us traveling more distance but moving around less than 
ever before. Everything is piped in, even things that shouldn't have been. 

Farms have become crop-centric, as electrified as cities and busy as factories; where farmers once 
were products of their own lifestyle they have become wage-slaves to the mortgage, the 
production and accounting cycle. 

Families spread out further into the world, their young members seeking destination -- not a 
smaller mere comfortable distance, as once had been in growing human society. A day's ride long 
enough for most. Today many families gather again only to plant their eldest -- who spend their 
final days alone, waiting for gossip from afar -- where once they would have been in the thick of 
things. Stories go unremembered, stories that were too often untold... or told to no-one in growing 
darkness and unwelcome solitude. 

What animals we may carry with us now are small, captive. They roam empty houses while their 
masters are out stalking money and becoming smart enough to survive -- stalking and hunting, 
knocking over objects they should not have, feeling guilt that shouldn't be. Dimly recalling a time 
when knocking things over was the way to get along in the world. 

The dogs are especially restless -- for it was they who joined us once, bringing sudden joyful profit 
to the hunt. They guarded our children from predators while we slept, and enabled us to sleep, to 
relax, and dream -- and as we dreamt those quiet dreams made possible by the vigilance of our 
canine friends -- we would dream of waking -- and when we did wake the morning dew, like the 
daily paper on later doorsteps, brought ideas that helped shape today different from yesterday. 

Subject to the same whims of time and schedule as we. Is it any wonder our pets are neurotic as 
well? They remember what we have forgotten. 

And our latest companion, the personal computer, most neurotic and spasmodic of all. 

We must use the Internet -- to find the slow tides of thought, laughter and fable we wish to use to 
construct our worlds, and spend equal time out in the most desperate emotional wildernesses of 
our time, to tame them to our liking. 

And we must build. We must yearn to live in space --  
because it is the only place we have left to go.  

Without killing everybody else, as the small-minded will get around to doing --  
just as soon as they think themselves into a tiny corner, the last little corner. 

And some of the greatest, most idyllic places -- greatest challenges, noblest efforts, greenest 
pastures and the happiest jolity-farms to which our race could ever aspire to build -- must, by dire 
necessity and by evolutionary manifest destiny -- be in space. 

If we let the small-minded do our thinking for us there will be no bedtime story --  
just to bed, not to rise.  
 
Pursuit of happiness is the thing. Without the running-in-circles part. 

Let our planets, and our colonies, and our galaxies do the spinning for us. 

And you my friend --- you would look especially good in space.  

   

~ October 2013 


